AMBA and MAPP Partner with PLASTEC West/MD&M West
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January 28, 2019
Indianapolis, IN – The American Mold Builders Association (AMBA) and the
Manufacturers Association for Plastics Processors (MAPP) in partnership with PLASTEC
West/MD&M West, is excited to host a joint Happy Hour reception on Wednesday,
February 6, 2019 from 3:30 pm to 5:00 pm, where mold builders and plastics processors
will have an opportunity to mingle business with beer. The reception is sponsored by
several AMBA partners and/or MAPP sponsors, including iD Additivies, HASCO, Mueller
Prost, Progressive and Sigma Plastic Services Inc. The reception will take place at Booths
#805 and #803.
PLASTEC West/MD&M West is a Plastics Today event where serious professionals find
the technologies, education, and connections to stay ahead in the global advanced
manufacturing community.
“Partnering with a tradeshow like PLASTEC West/MD&M West provides both AMBA and
MAPP with an exciting opportunity to support an environment where we and others can
learn more about the challenges and solutions available in our industries, while
connecting and networking with other industry professionals,” said Troy Nix, AMBA and
MAPP executive director.
For more information about the tradeshow, including 3D Printing and Smart
Manufacturing Innovations Summits, the MD&M Medtech Conference and free industry
education at the Expo, visit https://plastecwest.plasticstoday.com/.
About AMBA
The American Mold Builders Association (AMBA) is the only organization dedicated to
elevating the competitive advantage of U.S. mold builders. AMBA provides workforce
development initiatives, networking, benchmarking opportunities and industry
promotion. AMBA members receive a variety of additional benefits, including access to
cost-reduction programs, visibility to mold buyers and problem-solving resources that
give members a competitive advantage.
To learn more about AMBA membership and ongoing initiatives, visit AMBA.org.
About MAPP
Established in 1996, the Manufacturers Association for Plastic Processors is managed by
plastics business leaders and has over 430 member companies nationwide. The

association works to provide manufacturers with bottom line impacting programs,
networking, and additional beneficial services. www.mappinc.com.

